
LINKS as our school By Suhaiba Zindani 8-L

Mr. Simon O'Grady with Links Prefects and Management
at the Upper Primary & Secondary School

Exchange for Change By Anushe Khuhawar 8-P

Exchange for Change (EFC) is an interactive initiative between school students of
Pakistan and India. It seeks to help students in both countries realize that a sustained
dialogue is possible. The Citizens Archive of Pakistan (CAP) launched EFC in collaboration
with Routes2Roots, an Indian non profit organization that has been working for peace
and dialogue between Pakistan and India for a number of years. Links is one of the
10 Schools participating in this project from Karachi, Lahore, Delhi and Mumbai!
Through this project students will be able to develop a clearer understanding of their
shared history, culture and lifestyles. CAP believes that such interaction will in turn
lead to a positive change in restructuring cultural misconceptions and intergenerational
conflict. During the 12-month life of this project, a continuous exchange of letters,
postcards, photographs and oral histories will link 2400 school children from across
Pakistan and India. The material exchanged will aim to dispel misinformation about
historical events, and encourage children to form their own opinions.
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Visit by COBIS Executive
for an inspection at Links

By Kainaat Jah 7-L

Mr. Simon O'Grady, a representative of the Council of British International Schools
(COBIS) recently visited our school.  His agenda included inspecting and evaluating
our school.  Mr. O'Grady had flown in from Cairo and observed lessons conducted
at LINKS for 2 days.  He divided his time equally amongst all three campuses.  Mr.
O'Grady also attended our extracurricular events, i.e. play rehearsal for the school
concert and morning assembly. Mr. O’grady also had a discussion with our Parent
Association.

We are extremely honoured to be affiliated with COBIS.

Mr. Watson was invited by the Links School Administration to attend the first ever
Links Parents Association meeting to develop a proactive and well defined strategy
to achieve student development. A seminar, conducted by Mr. David, was held at
the Links School premises and was attended by all the members of the Links Parents
Association as well as the Parent Class Coordinators. Mr. David discussed the role
of the Parent Body Association, its relationship to the school administration and its
benefits to the student body as a whole. There was a refreshing exchange of ideas
between the class coordinators and parents in order to create a plan to inculcate a
greater variety of activities for the students at Links. There were a number of interesting
plans and objectives discussed aimed at achieving a more harmonious environment
for the students at Links.  The meeting was a huge success and extremely beneficial
for all those who participated.

Mr. Watson's meeting with the Links
Parents Association

Mr. Watson with our P.A.

 stands for:
Loyalty
Innovation
Nurture
Knowledge
Success

I like my school because of the following reasons:
I feel that the teachers give us individual attention
We have a very colourful, friendly and welcoming environment
The school is equipped with the latest technology such as smartboards in our classrooms
We get a chance to participate in many extracurriculars such as throwball, swimming, art ompetitions,
elocution and the list is neverending!

In my opinion, I couldn't have been to a better school than Links!!
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Secondary School Play -

A Slip In Time

By Elsa Sajjad 7-L

After three months of hard work the students of Links Secondary School performed
'A Slip in Time'. The play is a murder mystery which revolves around a doctor who
travels back in time to prove his innocence after he has been framed for murdering
his friends. Students from Class 8 and 9 started rehearsing in January 2011. At first,
rehearsals took place in Class 7-P but two weeks prior to the performance, the cast
started practicing on the stage at the Lower Primary School. During this time, Sir
Asad was directing the cast and making sure things went smoothly. Despite the
problems faced during the rehearsals the play was performed very well and was a
huge success!

Invitation Card Design by:

Mishaal Khan Class 8-L

Model United Nations By Mishaal Khan 8-L

Seven students left for Shanghai on the 14th of March for a trip of nine days.
Harvard Model United Nations was a great opportunity to participate in an international
conference, meet new people and make friends, explore Shanghai and experience a
different but unique culture. We could hardly contain our excitement. China- a place
none of us had been to before!  So we packed our bags and got ready for a trip that
we would never forget for the rest of our lives.
We stayed in Shanghai for most of our time at a small hotel, called 'Lotel'. We would
have to walk to wherever we wanted to go and the weather was different, compared to
Karachi. The temperature was between 7ºC and 17ºC, something we certainly are not
used to!  Other than that, we used the under-ground railway to go to any distance such
as 'People's Square'.
Even though walking tired us out, we enjoyed walking to the nearby Video-Game Arcade,
KFC, and grocery store. For lunch and dinner, KFC became a daily tradition; it was
simple to order there by pointing at the pictures on the menu. Communication was
another barrier but the Chinese are very hospitable people, who tried to accommodate
us, in the best way possible.
Now, our real purpose for coming to China: Harvard Model United Nations. The
conference was for four days from morning to night, including two breaks for tea and
dinner.  We made speeches on our respective topics, in our different committee rooms.
In the end, not only did we all pass successful resolutions, we made new friends from
other countries and distributed 'business cards'. Global Village is a place where every
delegation shares some of their culture and heritages. Even though we were representatives
of Venezuela, we decided to put up a stall for Pakistan and dress in traditional clothes.
Later we danced on stage, which everyone enjoyed and approved.
Towards the end of the conference, we attended the Delegates' Dance, a party for all
the faculty advisors, delegates and directors to enjoy. And in simple words, we had an
amazing time!
Last but not least, probably the best part of the trip was 'Disney Land' in Hong Kong!
This was the perfect chance to enjoy the Disney's Hollywood Hotel and Resort. Thus,
the last two days were spent roaming around, repetitively going to the only roller-coaster
(which was really fast!), along with Sir Asad.
This 'epic' trip as Sir Asad says was wonderful and we would love to participate in such
a conference again! In fact, we have already made up our minds to go there next year!!'

Class 8-P Muhammad Irfan - Butler
Class 8-P Hoshang Kakalia - Clarance Macdonald
Class 8-P Raamish Amir - William Macdonald
Class 8-P Hunaina Khan - Telegram Deliverer / Agent
Class 8-P  Anushe Khuhawar - Physician
Class 8-L Saif Rizvi - Dr. Lance Rice
Class 8-L Inaya Mehmood - Florence Rauli
Class 9-P  Anushka Sajjad - Lenya Martiza
Class 9-P Hasan Ali Khawaja - Jack Anderson
Class 9-P Ali Askari - Sergeant Robert Parson
Class 9-P Anushe Raja - Officer Rolan
Class 9-L Muznah Siddiqui - Narrator
Class 9-L Ammar Siddiqui - Datch Hudson
Class 9-L Kurush Kakalia - Jean - Luc Lemay
Class 9-L Raamin Malik - Marie Arlin

Cast
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Upper Primary School Concert -

Mary Poppins

By Hufsah Paracha 7-P

Oh wow! The experience of watching my friends act on stage in such a professional manner
was truly an unforgettable experience. The play 'Mary Poppins' took place on Friday 24th
May 2011 and was based on the classic musical about a magical nanny who enriches the
lives of her new employers with her presence and whimsical ways. The stage was very
colourful and the costumes were very pretty but I feel that the acting and singing was the
most memorable part of the evening. I was in the choir and I loved singing songs like 'Let's
Go Fly a Kite' and 'Step in Time'. One thing which we all enjoyed was learning the word
'Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious' because it made us smile every time we tried to say it
without making a mistake!
We truly felt that our hard work paid off when we saw how entertained the audience was
and how they clapped and sang along. Overall, the stage looked wonderful, as did the
costumes and the actors but the acting and the message of this wonderful play is truly
timeless.

Class 5-L Jibran Jah - Micheal Banks
Class 6-P Hamza Saif - Mr. Banks
Class 6-L  Anoosh Aziz - Jane Banks
Class 6-L Alia Mohyeddin - Domestic
Class 7-P Iona Murfitt - Katy Nana
Class 7-P Rabeea Merchant - Domestic
Class 7-P Ibrahim Mukaty - Bert
Class 7-P Danial Aquil - Banker (Senior Mr. Dawes)
Class 7-P Nabeel Jan Turk - Banker (Junior Mr. Dawes)
Class 7-P Suleyman Ahmed - Uncle Albert
Class 7-L Kainaat Jah - Mary Poppins  
Class 7-L  Elsa Sajjad - Mrs. Banks

Cast

Jungle Book by Pre-school and Lower Primary School
Maham Rizvi a student from class 4L was interviewed about her experience as playing
Baloo the bear in the Lower Primary school's play the 'Jungle Book'. Maham said she was
very excited about being Baloo and being in the play helped her realize how much fun
acting can be. Maham said it was easy playing Baloo because like him, she too has a fun
loving personality. She had a very positive attitude through out the play and didn't even
frown when she was told she had to stay after school to rehearse. The hardest part of the
play according to Maham was learning the dance steps which Ms. Jessica helped her learn.
After months of hard work, the big day finally came. Two separate concerts were held;
one for the grandparents on a Friday and another for parents on a Saturday. Maham said
she liked the parents' concert more. Even though it was her first time as a main character
the 8 year old girl did a fantastic job and can't wait till the next concert character, the 8
year old girl did a fantastic job and can't wait till the next concert.

Invitation Card Design by:

Miraal Hai Class 3-L

Class 3-P Hadi Dadabhoy - Mowgli
Class 4-L Amber Robinson - Bagheera
Class 4-L  Maham Rizwan - Baloo
Class 4-L  Mir Ahmad Rahman - Colonel Hathi

Class 4-L  Viren Parwani - Junior Hathi
Class 4-L  Meer Reza Jumani - King Louie
Class 4-P Shane Mana - Shere Khan

Cast
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Workshop with Parent Association on bullying

By Siminah Ghani 7-P

The workshop with Miss Yasmeen on bullying was a very interesting one. That was the day
when I actually found out that bullying can cause severe damage to someone's self esteem.
This workshop gave me information on how to respect people and give them their personal
space. The workshop began with us having to write what we believed to be the definition of
the word "bullying" on a piece of paper. This was then turned into a discussion about why
people bully in the first place. Miss Yasmeen explained what bullying really was and why it is
so harmful on a number of different levels. I was truly surprised about how effective the workshop
was because many students, including some acquaintances of mine, changed the way they
behaved around certain students after the workshop. I also learned that online bullying through
social networks over the internet could be just as harmful as physical bullying.

I am truly glad that we were given a chance to attend this workshop because not only did I
learn about many things which I was ignorant about, but it also led to the overall improvement
of behaviour by the students of my class towards each other. I hope they will continue having
these kinds of workshops for us and if they do, I eagerly look forward to the next one.

Swim meet at Karachi American School
Our Links Swim Team participated in the Karachi Schools Invitational meet
at the Karachi American School last week. Our team had been practising
four times a week after school and we are proud to announce the following
achievements:
Laiba Bilwani 1st place in 25m Breaststroke;

2nd place in 25m Butterfly stroke
3rd place in 8 and under 100m Individual Medley;

Kayan Sayeed 2nd place in 10 and under 25m Freestyle
AbdulRaqeeb Khatri 2nd place in 10 and under 50m Breaststroke
Abdur Rehman Ovais 3rdplace in 10 and under 50m Breaststroke

2nd place in the 8 and under 4 x 25m G Medley Relay:
Kiya Sayeed, Abdullah Ovais, Laiba Bilwani &  Fahal Dossa

2nd place in the 10 and under 4 x 25m Medley Relay and Freestyle Relay:
Kayan Sayeed, Uraib Bilwani, Abdul Raqeeb & Abdul Rehman

3rd place in the 8 and under 4 x 25m Free Style Relay:
Manaal Asim, Laiba Bilwani, Fahal Dossa & Samar Sattar

3rd place in the 8 and under 4 x 25m B Medley Relay:
    Abdullah Ovais, Kiya Sayed, Laiba Bilwani & Manaal Asim

This term we have two new swimmers Samar Sattar and Bazel
Shezad that joined the team. We would like to congratulate them
especially on their hard work and courage to swim the required
25meters of their category. Special thanks have to go out to the
following supportive parents for bearing with the heat and sitting
for four hours, patiently waiting to cheer our school team.
Sayeed, Juwita Dossa, Mehru & Asim Iqbal, Sarah Sattar, Sara
Shezad, Ateeqa Ovais, Hina Farooq, Naaz Fancy, Erum and
Azneem Bilwani.

Well done to all Links swimmers. We are so proud of you!

Manaal Asim Fahal Dossa Laiba Bilwani Samar Sattar

Raza Fancy Kiya Sayeed Abdullah Ovais Bazil Shezaad

Kayan Sayeed Hamza Farooq Uraib Bilwani

Abdul Raqeeb Khatri Abdul Rehman Ovais

Urdu Debates at the
Secondary School

By Mahanum Panjwani 8-L

The Urdu debate competition took place for the first
time at Links this term in 2011.  It was held class-
wise and there were a total of 14 debates. There
were three to four participants per class, some
supporting the topic and some against it.  The
competition started at 8:30 a.m. and was
approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes in duration.
 The entire school watched along with parents of
participants in the assembly area. During the
competition the debaters were positioned on the
right side and judges on the left of the stage. The
rest of the students were seated according to their
respective classes by their teachers who were
responsible for them throughout the contest.  The
alloted time for each student participating was
approximately 2.5 to 3 minutes.

The competition started off with a welcome speech given by Usama Saya of Class 10.  He began with some information about debates
and introduced the judges.  After the contest ended, the judges were requested to present certificates of participation and award prizes to
the winners.
As a participant myself, I felt extremely excited about performing in front of the whole school and the parents!  All the participants took part
enthusiastically and worked very hard on their speeches.  I personally thank Ms. Fouzia Khan, Ms. Asma Shahnawaz and Ms. Nahid Ghazali
for helping and making this event possible.

1st position:

Class 7-L Rohan Zeeshan

Class 8-L  Mahanum Panjwani

Class 9-L Ammar Siddiqui

2nd position:

Class 7-P Danial Aquil

Class 8-P Fatima Zehra Awan

Class 9-L Minhaj Junaid
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Maths Day Contest at the

Lower Primary School

By Mishaal Khan 8-L

A few members of the Editorial Committee went to the Lower Primary School to interview
the younger students about some of the recent events that took place at their school. 
Rafae Tariq, a student of Class 4-L, from Green House was interviewed about World Math
Day. Rafae told me that the Math Day event was competitive, as each team wanted to win.
His Math teacher, Miss Jessica Miranda, asked each participant different questions, according
to their Class-Level. Rafae felt that some of the questions were simple but others were quite
difficult. He mentioned that his team 'Green House' was in the lead from the beginning
of the contest, answering as many questions as they could in the 'Rapid Fire' round. The
participants answered each question carefully, trying their best. Rafae said that most of the
questions included 'Decimals, fractions and word-problems'. Over-all, his friends & he
enjoyed the competition. In the end, Rafae said that his house won with the most points
as they answered all the questions. I enjoyed interviewing Rafae as he answered all my
questions patiently and gave interesting comments about World Math Day.

Green House was the winner.
Prep A  Aman Lakhwani
Class 1 Maha Majid
Class 2 Zain Shabbir
Class 3 Usman Gaba
Class 4  Rafay Tariq

World MATH DAY Winners 2010 / 11

Class 5  Jibran Jah
Class 6  Waleed Odho
Class 7  Sumair Paracha
Class 8 Hoshang Kakalia
Class 9 Abdullah Khurshid
Class 10  Sameer Paracha

World Math Day at the
Secondary School

By Suhaiba Zindani 8-L

World Math Day is celebrated all over the world. For World Math Day there is also an online
International Mathematics Competition. In 2007, World Math Day was originally held on
the 14th of March, but in subsequent years it has been held on the 1st Wednesday of March.
At Links, all four houses participated in the World Math Day competition. One student from
each class and house competed.
It was a very tough competition but all the students were well prepared for it. The contest
was quite interesting. The results kept changing after each round and we couldn't possibly
guess who would win.
Our Math teachers were the judges and each question was set according to the class level.
In the end, there was a 'rally round', where all members of every team had to run to the
quiz board one by one to solve the questions.  The team that finished first with the most
correct answers won, and on the World Math Day 2011, it was Green House.  The games
went on for about half an hour; it was fun and educational at the same time.

Science Week at the Secondary School By Mariam Faisal 8-L

Science week is held at Links each year. In this year's Science Week all the
classes participated eagerly and 'young scientists' exhibited their experiments
and models to interest the parents and other students. The 'young scientists'
were divided into small groups of two and three in order to learn and
understand the importance of teamwork. Both students and teachers worked
tirelessly to make Science Week a success.

The students made D.N.A models this year and carried out vitamin testing
on different food items.

With a lot of hard work and dedication the Science week was a success. It
was a remarkable effort by our teachers and students .A special thanks to
Dr. Fareesa, Mr. Mohsin and Dr. Salah for being supportive. We look forward
to Science Week in 2012!
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In March, the Lower Primary School celebrated Basant. Basant is celebrated
in order to mark the beginning of Spring. At LPS it was celebrated by
wearing vibrant clothes and flying kites throughout the school. To learn
the details of what had happened that day, I interviewed Anum Zahra,
a student from Class 4-P. She told me that the whole school was very
excited and the building had come to life with children running around,
flying kites and playing. Everyone had worn bright clothing. During the
day, students made kites with the Art teacher, Ms. Samina. She said the
best part of the day was flying kites. Overall the event was a huge success
and all of the children had a lot of fun.

Field trip for Classes 7 and 8
Field trips are always fun! The students of Class 7 and 8 visited Mohatta Palace on the
15th of January 2011. It was very interesting because we were just in time to experience
the new art exhibition which featured many famous artists of Pakistan. The unique thing
about the exhibition was that the works of art had never been shown in Pakistan before,
however they had been exhibited abroad.

We saw amazing work like a sculpture made out of bread, a flying carpet made out of
blades, and another flying carpet made out $100 bills. The Room of Mirrors was captivating.
Sadly, we were not allowed to take pictures of the sculptures, because most artists wanted
to keep their collections private. After, 'wowing' at the beautiful pieces by the talented artists,
our tour of the Mohatta Palace came to an end. At the souvenir shop we got the chance to
browse through cards, books, posters, shirts, key chains, and bags. Then, we headed to
see the outdoor Galleria exhibiting ancient sculptures. After a while, we sat down to rest in
the beautiful gardens of the palace. The field trip came to an end with many group pictures
on the steps of the palace. Mohatta Palace is a must if you are an Art Lover!

By Kainaat Jah 7-L

Bon Fire Night at the Secondary School
A bonfire is a controlled outdoor fire used for informal disposal of burnable waste material
or as part of a celebration. Celebratory bonfires are typically designed to burn quickly
and may be very large. The Bonfire Night was held on 21st January and was the most
entertaining and thrilling event in Links history. It was the first time that Links had a bonfire
night. It was organized by the students of Classes 7, 8, 9 and 10. We ordered food like
Chicken tikka, kababs, naan, parhata and drinks. About 100 students attended this
thrilling night which started at 6:30 pm in the evening and finished at 9:30 pm at night.
 Music was provided by Neha Makhdoom and her famous iPod. We danced around the
fire until dinner was served. It was a lovely night as we danced under the stars until it
was….. sadly …. time to go home.

By Ibrahim Mukaty 7-P

Mohatta Palace (Front View).

Morning Presentation By Aayat Aziz 8-P

Every Friday, each class has a turn to present something of interest to the school. Parents
are also invited to come along and watch. Last week, Classes 9-L & P put together a
short skit on some of Pakistan's national heroes, for example; Imran Khan (Previously
Captain of the Pakistani Cricket Team, politician), Aisam-Ul-Haq (Tennis player), Ali
Moeen Nawazish (a young boy who got 22 A's in A-Levels) and a few others.

The students held a talk- show and pretended to be these famous personas. For a
short skit made by the students, it turned out quite well. The individual interviews were
short and knowledgeable, as each person entered the scene and thematic music played,
specific to their achievements.

The skit was quite entertaining and a reminder of all the Pakistanis around the world
who have brought pride to their nation.

Basant Festival at the
Lower Primary School

By Hoshang Kakalia 8-P
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B i r d  S h o w  a t  P r e - s c h o o l

The Bird Show was held on 16th of April 2011. I interviewed 5 students from
the Pre-School. According to them, the bird show was amazing. They said that
around 30 birds were there. The Bird they liked the most was the talking parrot.
That parrot was brought by Abdullah. It was very colourful which is why it was
attractive. The different birds that were there were Macaws, Parrots, Eagles,
etc. The bird that scared the kids was the brown Eagle. The children also liked
the colourful Peacock. Some birds did try to run away but the teachers made
sure that they did not. The students thought that the bird show was the best of
all the events as it was very interesting.

By Ibrahim Mukaty 7-P

Flower Festival at Pre-school
I interviewed Kayaan Saeed, a student from Class 4-L to ask him about Earth Day,

held on 22nd March. I enjoyed interviewing him and found what he had to say was

very informative and interesting. He told me what they did and how the day passed by.

Class 4 also had a morning presentation, in which Kayaan played the part of a goat!

He thought that his role was funny but still enjoyable.  He felt that being a goat was

the best part of the presentation. He happily dressed in brown coloured clothes which

By Aayat Aziz 8-P

 Earth Day, the students painted recycled paper bags in different colours. They even made a few informative posters for Earth Day.

Kayaan's own words, "everybody enjoyed his class's presentation, and Earth Day turned out to be a lot of fun!"
The flower festival was held on the 11th of March.  Ibrahim Mukaty, Mohammad Ameer Hamza, Fatima Zahra and I, Aayat Aziz went
to Links Preschool and interviewed a few students on different topics. I had to interview the students on the flower festival which recently
took place. The children dressed up in colourful clothes to look like flowers. They brought colourful flowers to school such as sunflowers
and roses. The school was decorated with beautiful flowers and the main event took place downstairs in the Preschool building.
The students enjoyed themselves by planting saplings and sowing sunflower seeds in the garden and watering them. They made beautiful
tulips out of egg shells and did colouring activities as well. The students enjoyed the flower festival and are looking forward to another
one next year with a lot of excitement.

Breakfast Morning at Pre-school By Fatima Zehra 8-P

Breakfast Morning started from the 4th of April 2011 and continued for five days. The
children were asked to bring some food from home while some eatables were cooked
in school. Fuad Muhammad Shah from Nursery 2B, told me that all the classes took
part in this fun morning! He brought an omelette from home and the others brought
other food items such as pancakes, boiled eggs and cereal. He reported that Miss
Alia, Miss Rabia and Ms.  Nargese supervised this activity. Foed shared his food with
his friends Ammar and Michael. They talked about sea animals and also made castles
with blocks.
Shahzain Naim from Nursery 1 brought noodles from home and ate eggs, carrots
and sandwiches. He told me that his class was assembled in the music room on the
ground floor downstairs. His friends and him practiced their yo- yo skills! Later they
had a picture taken and enjoyed eating healthy food with their friends. The entire
class was involved in this feast which turned out to be a lot of fun.
Hina Samad Habib from Nursery 2A contributed eggs to this event and had yummy
strawberry jam.  Together all the children laid out the table with a decorative table
mat that they had painted themselves!  According to Hina, boiled eggs are her favourites
and that she ate lots of them!
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Earth Day at the

L o w e r  P r i m a r y  S c h o o l

I interviewed Kayaan Saeed, a student from Class 4-L to ask him about Earth
Day, held on 22nd March. I enjoyed interviewing him and found what he had
to say was very informative and interesting. He told me what they did and how
the day passed by. Class 4 also had a morning presentation, in which Kayaan
played the part of a goat! He thought that his role was funny but still enjoyable.
He felt that being a goat was the best part of the presentation. He happily dressed
in brown coloured clothes which he borrowed from a friend. To celebrate Earth
Day, the students painted recycled paper bags in different colours. They even
made a few informative posters for Earth Day. Kayaan's own words, "everybody
enjoyed his class's presentation, and Earth Day turned out to be a lot of fun!"

By Mahaum Panjwani 8-L

Earth Day at Pre-school

Earth day was celebrated in glorious fashion by the enthusiastic students at Links
Preschool in April. The festivities began on the 22nd of April 2011 and continued
for the entire week. Children donned green clothes and participated in a myriad
of activities celebrating the importance of this day and the means by which to
protect Mother Earth from the forces destroying it. This included plays performed
by the students of various classes and an activity involving students filling out
Earth Day worksheets. Overall, Earth day was a spectacular success and all the
students learned many a valuable lesson about protecting our fragile environment.

By Ameer Hamza 7-P

Sing Alongs at Pre-school

"Music is well said to be the speech of angels." and that is exactly what our little performers looked like dressed in coordinated
outfits of white and red. A delightful performance was enjoyed by all our parents at the Pre-School's sing-along's.  Our
little stars were eager to perform and belted out their favourite songs to an equally enthusiastic audience.  The catchy
rhymes and songs had everyone tapping their toes and cheering for more.  A truly enjoyable musical retreat !!!!!!!!!
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M o t h e r ' s  D a y

I was very pleased that mother's day took place on a Sunday this year as I had the luxury
of making my mother breakfast in bed without having to rush to school afterward. The
only problem was that I had to use my remaining free time that morning cleaning up
the kitchen after a disastrous attempt at trying to make poached eggs. Later on, my
family and I went to Nando's for Lunch as dad felt that my mom could use a break from
cooking, cleaning and the other laborious household chores. After lunch my brother
and I presented my mom with the card we had made for her and dad gave her a
wonderful set of earrings. Overall, it was a restful day for my mom but I still believe
that mother's deserve so much more than a single day of the year especially
considering that they spend the remaining days of the year taking care of the rest
of the family. That is why I plan on doing something helpful for my mother every
single day for the rest of the year just to show her how much I appreciate her.

By Hufsah Paracha7-P

Slumber Party / Pirate Party
at the Lower Primary School

As part of the fun activity week the students of LPS had a slumber party with a
pirate theme. The students came to school with pillows and blankets and many
of them were wearing fancy pirate outfits. They did many fun things during the
day but were so excited that when it came time to take a nap none of them could
sleep. Overall, they had a lot of fun and wished that they we had more fun days
at school like that one!

By Rabeea Merchant 7-P

Pool Party / Class Party
at the Secondary School

This year the students from grades 7-9 celebrated the end of their grueling exam
period with a fun filled class party by the pool. They were dressed in casual beach
attire and took part in a number of activities. Many of the students decided to
pass the time playing water polo and frolicking in the pool while others preferred
munching on snacks and chatting with their friends about the things they had
planned for the summer. The best part was that the teachers knew how badly
we needed to recuperate and allowed us to run, shout, scream and go wild without
having to worry about the repercussions which we'd face on normal school days
for such behaviour. It was a bitter-sweet moment when the party came to an
end because even though all of us were eagerly looking forward to our summer
vacation, we were sad that we wouldn't be seeing each other for such a long
period of time. Overall, it was a monumental end to a wonderfully eventful school
year and I'm pretty sure that a part of me can't wait for the next one to begin
although for now, I'm going to make the most of the holidays. 

By Anushay Wali 8-L

Haleema Yousaf
Mehek Vazir
Kayan Sayeed
Sulayman Masood
Amani Amir
Anushka Sajjad

POETRY Competetion
Winners 2010 / 11

Clay Modelling

Zain Shabbir
Kiya Sayeed
Kayan Sayeed
Rafay Tariq

Sindh Open Participants
Championship  2010 / 11

Yahya Dadabhoy
Uraib Bilwani
Abdul Raqeeb Khatri
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P e t  D a y

Pet day was celebrated at Links Upper Primary & Secondary School this year for the very first
time and students from class 5 and 6 were allowed to bring their pets to school. I did feel
bad for the older kids because for some strange reason, they weren't allowed to bring their
pets for the show. The pets were brought to school at the start of the day and the parents of
the students took care of them while they waited for the contest to officially begin. The pets
were given awards based on their appearance as well as how much their owners knew about
them. I would have preferred to see some dogs as well but overall, it was a good turn out
and there were around twenty pets in total. My favourite pet was the parrot a student had
brought but that's probably because I have a new found love for parrots after recently
watching the movie "Rio". Overall, pet day was a huge success and I even noticed
the older kids bargaining with Ms. Naveen for another pet day where they could
bring their pets to show off in front of the school. I had a great time at the Links
UPS pet day and I eagerly look forward to the next one. 

By Rohan Zeeshan 7-L

Sulayman Masood
Ibrahim Mukaty
Danial Aquil
Nabeel Jan Turk
Hassan Magsi
Uzair Samdani
Usama Siddiqui
Saif Rizvi
Saad Junaid
Ali Askari
Humayon Sabzwari
Abdullah Kerio
Sameer Paracha
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Nabeel Jan Turk
Saif Rizvi
Sahir Hasan
Minhaj Junaid
Kurush Kakalia

Ms. Yasmeen has become an accredited Brownie Leader By Fatima Zehra 8-P

Siminah Ghani
Imanaeh Kalat
Aiman Asim
Kainaat Jah
Ayiza Rehman
Anushe Khuhawar
Eman Farooq
Fatima Zehra Awan
Suhaiba Zindani
Anoushe Raja
Ramsha Nadeem
Muzna Siddiqui

Fatima: Why did you decide to become a
Brownie teacher?

Miss Yasmeen: I felt that the women's
group was lagging behind in the community.
Girls need to find their own identity and
they need to learn to be the best that they
can be.

Fatima: Was it hard to introduce?

Miss Yasmeen: Yes it was very hard as it
was misunderstood as a boring activity.

Fatima: What does it actually mean?

Miss Yasmeen: It means mentoring and
learning to be a good citizen.

Fatima: For how long have you been doing
this?

Miss Yasmeen: It has been 4 years now.
There are around 20 girls in my Brownies
class and they have stayed throughout the
whole year.

Fatima: Does it get disheartening
sometimes to see the lack of enthusiasm?

Miss Yasmeen: Yes, sometimes it is
disheartening but my girls have discovered
their own identity and they are more
confident now.

Fatima: Can you tell us more about this
organization?

Miss Yasmeen: This is a UK based
organization. It is the UK version of 'Girls
Guide'. Queen Elizabeth was a Brownie
once and right now I am the only person
in Karachi who is involved in this activity.
I would like to introduce more activities in
August although we have already done
cooking, fishing and camping.

Fatima: Are you planning to do it for boys
as well?

Miss Yasmeen: Brownies are not for boys.
For boys we have 'Boy Scouts'.

Fatima: Do you think it will work here?

Miss Yasmeen: Yes we have received a
global registration.

Fatima: Did Brownies exist when you were
young and if it did how was it different?

Miss Yasmeen: It did exist and it was
almost the same as it is today. We too had
gone fishing, cooking and camping.

"This is a UK based organization. It is the
UK version of 'Girls Guide.'
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P a r e n t  A s s o c i a t i o n  I n t e r v i e w

Q1. As you attended a workshop on
bullying, what was the outcome?
When the Parent Association decided to
hold a workshop on Bullying, they were
aware of the daunting task being
undertaken! The task of preparation for
the workshop was divided between all
of us, on the Parent Board. The research
was extensive and concise.
The event was attended by Links parents
and teachers.
I think our hard work paid off and we
were able to inform the people attending
of what Bullying actually is and how the
"Bully", the "Bullied" and the "By-stander"
should be handled.

Q2. Bullying is a serious matter
children usually do not share it with
their parents. What do you think
should be done to help them?
It is definitely a serious matter and if
handled ineffectively, can harm a person
badly.
The first step, if bullying, is taking place
at school, is for the "Bullied" to take
his/her teacher into confidence. The
teacher should then make a note of the
events taking place and sit the Bully
down and workout matters. If it doesn't
stop here, the School's Councilor should
be brought in, immediately.

Q3. What kind of Bullying is most
destructive for a child?
All types of bullying are equally
destructive!
There are different types of bullying.
1. Physical bullying this includes any
physical contact that would hurt or injure
a person like hitting, kicking, punching,
etc. Taking something that belongs to
someone else and destroying it would
also be considered a type of physical
bullying.
2. Verbal bullying, which is name-
calling, making offensive remarks, or
joking about a person's religion, gender,
ethnicity, Religion, socioeconomic status,
or the way they look. For example, if
there was a group of kids who made
fun of another kid because he couldn't
run as fast as everyone else, it would be
an example of verbal bullying. Verbal
aggression is when a bully teases
someone relentlessly. It can also include
a bully making verbal threats of violence
or aggression against someone or their
personal property.

3. Indirect bullying includes spreading
rumors or stories about someone. An
example would be if let us say a child
starts a rumor, that a boy in their class
likes playing with dolls, the reason why
this story is made up could just be that
the child thought it was funny. Well this
is indirect bullying.

4. Social alienation, that's when a bully
excludes someone from a group on
purpose! In its simplest form not calling
just one child to perhaps, a party. Or
even making fun of someone by pointing
out their differences. Say just one person
is from another religion and all others
gang-up on him, quoting that as a fault.
Then comes….
5. Intimidation… this is when a bully
threatens someone and frightens that
person enough to make him or her want
to do what the bully wants. This is also
a sort of way to recruit underlings…….
Bullies love having people hanging on
their every word….but these then
become sort of bullies in-waiting!
Then comes the big one of our children's
generation….
6. Cyberbullying….this is done by
sending messages, pictures, or
information using electronic media,
computers (email & instant messages),
or cell phones (text messaging &
voicemail). For instance, an SMS stating,
that me and my gang will pound you
o u t s i d e  s c h o o l … .  C y b e r
Bullying….According to a survey done
recently, is now the fastest growing type
of bullying, simply because of technology
reaching the hand of children.
…..but the good news is that Bullying is
curable….

Q4. What strategy should a child
adopt if he or she wants to stop the
bully?
Inform an adult, a parent, a teacher. On
the flip side, a lot of times, children may
think something is bullying, when it really
isn't! But any complaint should not be
taken lightly. It must be addressed!

Q5. Why do you think children bully
each other?
It usually does not start of as Bullying.
It is usually a situation gone out of hand!
Do remember, the Bully could also be a
victim, acting out his own personal
frustrations. The reasons can be many,
but the solution is simple. It must be
handled immediately.

Q6. If you were bullied, what would
you do?
Well to tell you honestly, I don't think
there is anyone of us who has not been
bullied some time in their lives.
The key is to be level headed. Make
notes with times, dates, details of
incidents, if possible names of witnesses,
so when you go to your teacher or parent
you can report the events concisely and
correctly. This would help the adult in-
charge to handle the situation more
effectively.
Like I said Bullying is curable!

ENGLISH CREATIVE WRITING
Winners 2010 / 11

PREPS Rayaan Aly Khan  
& Wan Jun Chong

Class 1 Selina Shalwani   
& Tia Aftab

Class 2 Saad Sajjad 
& Mehdi Daoud

Class 3 Manaal Asim
& Danyal Valika

Class 4 Kayan Sayeed 
& Syeda Anum Zahra

Class 5 Areeba Adeel
& Amaan Zaki

Class 6 Ameera Ahmed
& Hamza Saif

Class 7 Kainaat Jah 
& Iona Murfitt

Class 8 Mishaal Khan 
& Aayat  Aziz

Class 9 Muznah Siddiqui 
& Anushka  Sajjad
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Nausheen & Afzal Leghari attended the Council of British
International Schools 30th Annual conference held in London.
This conference was by invitation only and was attended by the
Heads of all the best international schools worldwide. Links was
the only school from Pakistan. Nausheen & Afzal attended many
workshops, seminars and lectures which will be of great use to
the school. Links will also be working very closely with international
schools worldwide and continue to be in close contact with the
latest trends and developments around the world. Nausheen &
Afzal also had the privelege to meet and exchange ideas with
the COBIS patron - HRH Princess Alexandra and Mr. Nick Gibb
who is the Minister for Schools in the UK.

Ms. Nausheen Leghari & Mr. Afzal Leghari
briefing HRH Princess Alexandra about Links School

Mr. Afzal Leghari with Chairman COBIS Mr. Roger Fry

Ms. Nausheen Leghari & Mr. Afzal Leghari with the
Principals of the British Schools in Luxemborg & Shanghai

In 2011, Links School was awarded another acknowlegement
by the Sindh Education Dept. Ms. Nausheen Leghari receiving

the award from education minister Mr. Pir Mazhar-ul-Haq
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Many Thanks to the

Links Editorial Team

Suhaiba Zindani

Mishaal Khan

Anushay Wali

Fatima Zehra

Siminah Ghani

Kainaat Jah

Anushe Khuhawar

Mahanum Panjwani

Ibrahim Mukaty

Aayat Aziz

Marium Faisal

Elsa Sajjad

Hafsa Paracha

Raeea Merchant

Hoshang Kakalia

Mohammad Ameer Hamza

Rohan Zeeshan
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